Scope: Establish coordinated new standards launch and program level marketing

Objective: GIS Certification programs will strengthen our industry's recognized leadership for safety and best practices, establish stronger ties with state, federal, and international regulatory agencies that may lack the expertise to develop these initiatives independently.

Action Plan to Implement Certification Program

GISC 1.0 Certified Design Review (CDR) for Regulated Products
Each SC evaluates each monogramed product. Selects the products to be in the CDR Program.

GISC 1.1 Each SC prepares a diagram of PDA for each selected monogramed Product. This will be similar to the recent HPHT documents and annex.
GISC 1.2 Each SC prepares a GAP analysis between current program and proposed CDR Process. Identify documents to be written.
GISC 1.3 Each SC reviews the Certification/Registration Program with API staff.

GISC 2.0 Product Certification Program

GISC 2.1 Each SC evaluates each monogramed product. Selects the products to be in the Certification Program.
GISC 2.2 Each SC prepares a diagram of PDA for each selected monogramed Product.
GISC 2.3 Each SC prepares a GAP analysis between current program and proposed certification program.
GISC 2.4 Each SC reviews the Certification/Registration Program with API staff.

GISC 3.0 Registration for Used Products

GISC 3.1 Each SC evaluates each monogramed product. Selects the products to be in the used product recertification Program.
GISC 3.2 Each SC prepares a diagram of PDA for each selected used Product.
GISC 3.3 Each SC prepares a GAP analysis between current program and proposed used product re-certification program.
GISC 3.4 Each SC reviews the Certification/Registration Program with API staff.